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The morphosyntax of (in)alienably possessed 
noun phrases
The Hungarian contribution

Marcel den Dikken
Linguistics Program, CUNY Graduate Center

This paper argues that there is a fundamental difference between alienable and 
inalienable possession in the syntax of the noun phrase, and that this difference 
involves direction of predication. A possessum is the subject of a predicate that is 
or contains the possessor; the configurational relationship between the posses-
sive predicate and its subject is established by a relator that takes the posses-
sum either as its specifier or as its complement, with the possessive predicate 
occupying the other position in the small clause. Alienably possessed noun 
phrases involve an underlying syntax in which the possessum is the relator’s 
specifier; inalienable possession constructions are built on a structure in which 
the possessum is the complement of the relator. The paper provides an analyti-
cal sketch of a partial typology of possessed noun phrases and an account of the 
cross-linguistic generalisation that for languages that show a systematic structur-
al distinction between alienable and inalienable adnominal possession, it is the 
inalienably possessed noun phrase that is morphosyntactically simpler than the 
alienably possessed one. The focus of the discussion is on Hungarian, a language 
whose ‘possessedness marker’ -(j)a/-(j)e is teased apart into two component 
parts: an affixal ‘spurious’ article -a/e lexicalising the relator of DP-internal 
possession, and an additional -j- that in noun phrases that show a morphological 
alienability split has morphemic status, functioning as the linker that facilitates 
the Predicate Inversion derivation of alienably possessed noun phrases.

1. Predication: Asymmetry and non-directionality

The central hypothesis of this paper is that the fundamental difference between 
alienable and inalienable possession in the syntax of possessed noun phrases is 
one of direction of predication. This hypothesis is embedded in the theory of 
predication presented in Den Dikken (2006). In this theory, predicates and their 
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subjects are systematically related to one another in an asymmetrical syntactic 
structure, with one term asymmetrically c-commanding the other and a function-
al category (called the relator) establishing the relationship between the two. 
While asymmetry is a requirement for all predication relations, the directionality 
of the predication relation is not prespecified. This means that the predicate can 
either be merged in the complement position of the relator (as in (1a)) or as the 
specifier of the relator (as in (1b)), with the subject merged in the other phrasal 
position in the small clause.

 (1) a. canonical predication
   [RP subject [R′ relator [predicate]]]

   

RP

SUBJ R´

R PRED

a. canonical predication
[rp SUBJECT [R´ RELATOR [PREDICATE]]]

  b. reverse predication
   [RP predicate [R′ relator [subject]]]

   

RP

PRED R´

R SUBJ

b. reverse predication
[rp PREDICATE [R´ RELATOR [SUBJECT]]]

Predication structures in which the predicate is structurally higher than its sub-
ject, as in (1b), are found in a variety of syntactic environments, sometimes along-
side (1a). Juxtaposing (1a) and (1b) is easiest in the context of the complex noun 
phrase, where the difference between the two different readings of qualitative bi-
nominal noun phrases such as (2) provides a perfect illustration of the two struc-
tures underlying predication relations.1

 (2) that idiot of a doctor
  i. … just wrecked my car    — (1a) + inversion
  ii. … prescribed me the wrong medicine — (1b)

In the construction exemplified in (2), doctor is the subject and idiot is the predi-
cate, on both interpretations: we are saying of the doctor that (s)he is an idiot; idi-
ocy is predicated of the doctor. On both interpretations, therefore, we are dealing 
with a small clause embedded inside the structure of the complex DP of which 
that is the outer demonstrative. On the reading in (i), the referent of that idiot of a 

1. The discussion of (2) is based on Den Dikken (2006: Chapter 5), to which the curious reader 
is referred for further details.
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doctor is an idiot as a person; his/her medical qualifications are basically irrelevant 
in the context. On the (ii)-reading, by contrast, we are saying of the referent of that 
idiot of a doctor that (s)he is an idiot in his/her capacity of being a doctor. Here, 
idiot, while still the predicate of doctor in that it attributes a property to the doctor, 
is very much like an attributive modifier — and as a matter of fact, on this reading 
idiot can be directly juxtaposed to doctor without overt mediation, as in (3), which 
only supports the (ii)-reading.

 (3) that idiot doctor
  i. # … just wrecked my car
  ii. … prescribed me the wrong medicine — (1b) with Ø relator

The syntactic representation of the (ii)-reading is straightforwardly assimilated 
to that of attributive modification — a structure in which the semantic predicate 
(the attributive modifier) is generated in the specifier position of a small clause 
whose subject originates as the complement of the relator, as in (1b). For (3), 
we are then done; and to obtain (2) on the basis of the structure in (1b), we spell 
out the relator as of, the ‘nominal copula’.2 This is summarised in (4b), below. 
To get from (1a), the underlier of the (i)-reading, to the surface output in (2), we 
need to do some work in the course of the syntactic derivation. Since the predicate 
in (1a) originates below and hence to the right of its subject, getting it linearised 
to the left of the subject requires a movement operation — Predicate Inversion. 
The predicate raises to an A-specifier position outside the small clause but still 
inside the structure of the complex noun phrase, passing over the subject in the 
process. To make this A-movement operation, which crosses over an intervening 
A-position, legitimate, the head of the small clause (the relator) has to raise to 
the small-clause external functional head in whose specifier position the raised 
predicate lands. To signal the application of such facilitating head movement, the 
relator must be spelled out overtly. So on the (i)-reading, which is derived from 
(1a) via Predicate Inversion, of is obligatory. This accounts for the fact that of-less 
(3) cannot be used in a context such as the one provided in (i). The derivation of 
the (i)-reading of (2) is summarised in (4a).

 (4) a. [RP [SUBJ a doctor [R′ relator [PRED idiot]]]
   ⇒ raising of relator to F, followed by raising of pred to SpecFP ⇒
   [FP [PRED idiot] [F′ F+relator=of [RP [SUBJ a doctor [R′ relator [PRED 

idiot]]]]]
   ⇒ merging D, projecting DP ⇒

2. The overtness/silence of of is tied to the presence/absence of an article preceding N2 (the 
subject of predication). How the distribution of of is best accounted for is a question I will not 
address in this context. See Den Dikken (2006) for relevant discussion.
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   [DP that [FP [PRED idiot] [F′ F+relator=*(of) [RP [SUBJ a doctor [R′ 
relator [PRED idiot]]]]]]

  b. [RP [PRED idiot [R′ relator=(of) [SUBJ (a) doctor]]]
   ⇒ merging D, projecting DP ⇒
   [DP that [RP [PRED idiot [R′ relator=(of) [SUBJ (a) doctor]]]]

In our discussion of (2) against the background of (1), we have seen that there is 
reason to believe that both structures in (1) exist and that they each have differ-
ent semantic and morphosyntactic signatures. The structure in (1a), which serves 
as input to Predicate Inversion, delivers an obligatory realisation of the relator 
(here in the form of of ) and does not lead to an interpretation of the predicate as 
an attributive modifier, nor does it establish an intrinsic link between the referent’s 
idiocy and his/her doctorhood: the link between doctor and idiot is purely circum-
stantial and transitory. In (1b), on the other hand, the predicate is interpreted as 
an attributive modifier of the subject; in the particular case of (4b), the predication 
relation establishes an intrinsic, integral connection between the referent’s idiocy 
and his/her doctorhood: the referent is an idiot specifically in his/her capacity of 
being a doctor. This we also see in he is an idiot qua doctor, as well as in this but-
terfly is big for a butterfly and she is beautiful as a dancer, constructions which are 
shown in Den Dikken (2006) to be based on the structure in (1b). In this structure, 
unlike in the Predicate Inversion derivation based on (1a), spelling out the rela-
tor is optional in principle (its overtness being sensitive, in the case of English 
(2)/(3), to the presence or absence of an article on the subject of predication; fn. 2).

Let this serve as an illustration of the usefulness of positing two grammatical 
underlying representations for predication relations, and as a background to the 
discussion of the morphosyntax of alienable and inalienable possession, to which 
I now turn.

2. The syntax underlying alienably and inalienably possessed noun 
phrases

Basing myself on the structures in (1), I argue here that alienably possessed noun 
phrases involve a syntax à la (1a) while inalienably possessed noun phrases are 
built on a structure of the type in (1b). In both structures in (5), the possessum is 
the subject of predication.
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 (5) a. alienable possession
   [RP poss’um [R′ relator [PRED poss’or]]]

   

RP

POSS’UM R´

R PRED

POSS’OR

a. alienable possession
[rp POSS’UM [R´ RELATOR [PRED POSS’OR]]]

  b. inalienable possession
   [RP [PRED poss’or] [R′ relator [poss’um]]]

   

RP

PRED R´

POSS’OR R POSS’UM

b. inalienable possession
[RP [PRED POSS’OR] [R´ RELATOR [POSS’UM]]]

In languages in which the possessor systematically precedes the possessum, the 
syntax of possessed noun phrases based on (5) is very much on a par with that of 
qualitative binominal noun phrases of the type in (2). Once again, (5b) base-gen-
erates the surface linear order, John’s mother. To deliver the ‘Saxon genitive’, (5a) 
needs to be put through a derivation involving Predicate Inversion: the predicate 
raises to an A-position outside the small clause, contingent on raising of the rela-
tor up to the functional head F in whose specifier position the possessor lands. 
The derivations in (6) illustrate.

 (6) a. [RP [POSS’UM book] [R′ relator [PRED [POSS’OR John]]]]
   ⇒ raising of relator to F, followed by raising of pred to SpecFP ⇒
   [FP [PRED [POSS’OR John]] [F′ F+relator=’s [RP [POSS’UM book] [R′ relator 

[PRED [POSS’OR John]]]]]]
   ⇒ merging D, projecting DP ⇒
   [DP D [FP [PRED [POSS’OR John]] [F′ F+relator=’s [RP [POSS’UM book] [R′ 

relator [PRED [POSS’OR John]]]]]]]
  b. [RP [PRED [POSS’OR John]] [R′ relator=’s [POSS’UM mother]]]
   ⇒ merging D, projecting DP ⇒
   [DP D [RP [PRED [POSS’OR John]] [R′ relator=’s [POSS’UM mother]]]]

Semantically, we see a close parallel between the interpretations of the two struc-
tures in (1) and those of the two structures in (5). Recall that in (1a) no intrinsic 
link is established between the predicate and the subject: the link between the two 
is purely circumstantial. In (1b), by contrast, we are dealing with an intrinsic con-
nection between the predicate and the subject: the property denoted by the predi-
cate is integral to the subject in his/her professional capacity. By the same token, 
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the possession relation between the two nominals in (5a) is a non-intrinsic, hence 
alienable one, whereas the one expressed by (5b) is intrinsic, integral, inalienable.

In line with my proposal is the idea that inalienable possession is attribu-
tive possession (cf. e.g. Heine & Lébikaza 1997: 219, Nichols 1988), and alienable 
possession is canonically predicative. To further cement the link between intrin-
sicness/inalienability and attribution (the structure in (1b)), and between tran-
sitoriness/alienability and canonical predication (1a), consider the well-known 
adjectival modification cases in (7) (first discussed in Bolinger 1967). Bolinger 
points out that for each adjective+noun combination the left-hand and right-hand 
expressions are both grammatical but not semantically equivalent: the prenominal 
adjectives have what he calls a ‘characterising’ reading, attributing a stable prop-
erty to the noun; the postnominal ones, on the other hand, attribute a transitory 
property to the noun. Thus, the salient reading for the visible stars is one in which 
reference is made to stars whose intrinsic brightness makes them visible in prin-
ciple to the naked eye (their visibility is, in other words, an inalienable property of 
these stars), whereas the stars visible is used with reference to stars that happen to 
be visible at the utterance time.

 (7) a. the visible stars    the stars visible
  b. the navigable rivers   the rivers navigable
  c. the responsible individuals the individuals responsible
  d. the stolen jewels    the jewels stolen

The two different readings (intrinsic/individual-level vs transitory/stage-level) 
correspond, in these particular English cases, to two different linear orders, each 
corresponding directly to their underlying representations. But while the stars 
visible supports only a transitoriness/alienability reading, the visible stars is not 
unambiguous: as Larson & Marušić (2004) point out, the adjective predicating a 
transitory property of the noun may also precede it, even in combination with the 
adjective expressing intrinsic visibility — and when the two adjectives both pre-
cede the noun, they do so in a strict order: in (8a), transitory precedes intrinsic. 
We can understand this if the adjective denoting a transitory property moves into 
prenominal position via a predicate fronting operation, ending up to the left of the 
adjective that attributes an intrinsic property to the noun (which is base-generated 
to the immediate left of the noun). The combination of (1a) (as the underlier for 
transitory/alienable predication relations) and (1b) (for intrinsic/inalienable rela-
tions inside the noun phrase3) plus predicate fronting delivers precisely the de-
sired result, as shown in (8b).

3. I added ‘inside the noun phrase’ because it appears that primary clause-level predications are 
always built on (1a): these stars are visible is grammatical and ambiguous while *visible are these 
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 (8) a. the visible visible stars
  b. [DP the [visible [RP2 [RP1 visible stars] visible]]]
       

Returning now to possessed noun phrases and their structures in (5), we face a 
question regarding the nature of the predicate in these structures. For the qualita-
tive binominal noun phrases discussed in Section 1, the predicate is quite simply 
a projection of the noun that appears first in the string (idiot in the case of that 
idiot of a doctor): these are DP-internal nominal predication constructions. For 
possessed noun phrases, on the other hand, it is not immediately obvious what the 
nature of the predicate is — the triangles in the structures in (5) make it clear that 
the predicate must contain the possessor; but that is all we know so far.

For alienably possessed noun phrases, the discussion of Hungarian in Den 
Dikken (1999) (a development of Szabolcsi’s 1983, 1994 seminal account of 
Hungarian possessed noun phrases) makes it clear that the underlying predicate 
of the possessum is a dative PP. That dative PP predicate can remain intact and 
Ā-move to the left edge of the possessed DP, and possibly beyond, in which case we 
find, with third-person plural full-nominal possessors, that the possessum does 
not agree in number with the possessor (see (9a)). Alternatively, the dative PP 
predicate can have a null head, in which case the possessor is promoted to the 
structural subject position of the DP (‘Dative Shift’; cf. (6a)) and the possessum 
will again show no number agreement with the plural full-nominal possessor (see 
(9b)). A third possibility (available only for a subset of speakers) is for the dative 
PP to be base-generated on the edge of the possessed DP (as a topic) or outside the 
DP altogether (as a topic or a focus) and bind a null resumptive pronoun inside the 
DP, which will trigger plural possessor agreement on the possessum (see (9c)).4

 (9) a. [DP [PRED=PP a nők-nek] [D′ a [RP [POSS’UM könyv] [R′ relator=-e/*-ük
    the women-dat the book pm(*pl)
   [PRED=PP a nők-nek]]]]]

stars is a failed attempt at constructing a copular sentence based on (1b). Why ‘reverse predica-
tion’ structures of the type in (1b) are ungrammatical as primary predications (put differently, 
why attribution is impossible at the level of the clause, but occurs inside DP as well as in certain, 
but not all, secondary predication contexts) is a question to which the theory of predication 
laid out in Den Dikken (2006) provides no conclusive answer. Note in this light that the present 
analysis of DP-internal possession does not automatically extend to DP-external possessors and 
have-sentences.

4. Throughout the structures in (9), and further below as well, ‘pm’ in the glosses of the 
Hungarian examples stands for ‘possessedness marker’. See Section 4.2 for discussion of the hy-
pothesis that the Hungarian pm is a lexicalisation of the relator.
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  b. [DP [D′ a [FP [PRED=PP nők PØ]] [F′ F+relator=-e/*-ük [RP [POSS’UM könyv]
     the women pm(*pl) book
   [R′ relator [PRED=PP nők PØ]]]]]]
  c. i. % [DP [PP a nőki-nek] [D′ a [FP [PRED=PP proi PØ]] [F′ F+relator=
      the women-dat the
    -ük/*-e [RP [POSS’UM könyv] …
    pm*(pl) book
   ii. % [PP a nőki-nek] … [DP [D′ a [FP [PRED=PP proi PØ]] [F′ F+relator=
     the women-dat the
     -ük/*-e [RP [POSS’UM könyv] …
    pm*(pl) book
    … [R′ relator [PRED=PP pro PØ]]]]]]
  all: ‘the women’s book’

On Den Dikken’s (1999) analysis,5 the nominal phrase [DP a nők-nek a könyv-
pm] ‘the women’s book’ has two possible derivations: it can result from direct 
Ā-movement of the dative PP predicate to SpecDP, as in (9a), or from base-gener-
ation of the dative PP in SpecDP plus binding of a null resumptive pronoun, as in 
(9c.i). Importantly, these two derivations do not deliver exactly the same surface 
outputs: when the possessor is a plural common noun phrase (as in the examples 
above), (9a) results in lack of plural φ-feature inflection on the possessedness 
marker, but (9c.i) (for the speakers for whom this is grammatical) produces an 
output with plural inflection on the pm, triggered by the pro in the derived speci-
fier position of the raised relator which harbours the possessedness marker.

For the alienable possession constructions illustrated in (9), Den Dikken 
(1999) argues that the possessor is systematically represented as part of a da-
tive PP. The pro inside the null-headed dative PP in (9c) is capable of controlling 
φ-agreement with the possessedness marker because the null P does not interfere 
with this agreement relationship. But of course it would also have been possible for 
pro to control φ-agreement with the pm if it was not included in a null-headed PP 
but directly base-generated in the specifier position of the possessedness marker, 
via (5b). Is there reason to believe that the possessor in inalienable possession 
constructions of the type in (5b) is ever PP-contained?

For Hungarian, the answer to this question is affirmative. It is possible, in 
Hungarian inalienable possession constructions just as in alienable ones, for a 
plural full-nominal dative possessor to combine with a possessum whose pm is not 
φ-agreeing with the possessor:

5. In (the discussion of) (9c), I have slightly updated Den Dikken’s (1999) proposal in light of 
more recent developments regarding null resumption and agreement (see Den Dikken 2011 on 
null resumption and agreement in Hungarian long Ā-dependencies).
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 (10) a nők-nek az any-ja
  the women-dat the mother-pm
  ‘the women’s mother’

In light of the discussion of alienable (9), the grammaticality of inalienable (10) can 
only be derived via base-generation of a dative PP in the predicate position of the 
DP-internal small clause, followed by Ā-movement of this dative PP predicate into 
SpecDP, as in (11a) (which differs from (9a) in that the predicate originates as the 
specifier of the small clause rather than as the complement of the relator; recall 
(5b)). If the possessor were always a bare nominal predicate in inalienable posses-
sion constructions, we could have obtained a dative output only by base-generat-
ing the dative PP in the specifier position of DP or outside the DP altogether, as 
in (9c), and having the dative bind a null resumptive pronoun generated directly 
as the specifier of RP, as in (11b). Such a structure, however, would be unable to 
deliver (10): the null resumptive is plural (like its binder) and hence, as is gener-
ally the case with pronominal possessors in Hungarian possessed noun phrases, 
controls plural φ-agreement with the possessedness marker. The φ-agreement pat-
tern in Hungarian (10) can only be derived by having the inalienable possessor be 
PP-contained, as in (11a).

 (11) a. [DP [PRED=PP a nők-nek] [D′ az [RP [PRED=PP a nők-nek][R′ relator=
    the women-dat the
   -ja/*-juk [POSS’UM anya]]]]]
   pm(*pl) mother
  b. [DP [PP a nőki-nek] [D′ az [RP [PRED proi] [R′ relator=-juk/*-ja [POSS’UM
    the women-dat the pm(*pl)
   anya]]]]]
   mother

It must be possible, therefore, for (5b) to sport a PP predicate. But this is not to 
say that the inalienable possessor in (5b) is universally PP-contained. Indeed, 
PP predicates are somewhat unusual for the expression of relationships that are 
inalienable, hence involve individual-level properties. The neo-Davidsonian ap-
proach to the stage-level/individual-level distinction pursued by Diesing (1992), 
Kratzer (1995) and much work in their wake takes SL predicates to be in posses-
sion of a spatio-temporal argument and IL predicates to lack such an argument. 
It is certainly possible for PPs to be (a part of) IL predicates — as, for instance, 
in copular sentences with a from-PP predicate, such as Ernő is from Budapest, or 
(particularly germane to the facts just discussed) in sentences like this book belongs 
to Ernő. But because PPs usually have a spatio-temporal argument, it is expected 
that PPs will typically be SL predicates. PPs are therefore an excellent choice of 
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predicate for the expression of alienable possession relations — indeed, they are 
arguably the only option for a DP-internal predication relationship between the 
alienable possessum and (the container of) the possessor. Nominal predicates are 
always IL predicates, hence unsuitable for alienable possession relations; VPs, be-
ing dependent on a local T, do not occur as predicates in DP; and though SL AP 
predicates exist, like VPs they seem to depend on a local T: within the DP they 
always appear to be contained in reduced relative clauses (relevant here is Larson 
& Marušić’s 2004 discussion of the examples in (7) and (8a), above), hence not 
directly predicable of the projection of the head noun. Direct DP-internal lexi-
cal predication thus seems restricted to nominal and adpositional predicates. Of 
these, only PP predicates are suitable for the establishment of alienable possession 
relations. For inalienable possession, PP predicates are eligible as well (as in these 
beautiful legs belong to Emőke); but here PP is not the only candidate: quintes-
sentially IL nominal predicates are expected to be able to serve as DP-internal 
predicates for inalienable possessums, as indeed they seem to be in languages such 
as Dogon (see Section 4, below).

For Hungarian, we have now determined the structures underlying alienable 
and inalienable DP-internal possession constructions and we have examined the 
derivations based on these underlying structures. I have already addressed the 
number agreement between the possessor and the possessum (following Den 
Dikken 1999). But there is one important detail that I have not touched upon 
yet: an interesting morphological difference between alienably and inalienably pos-
sessed DPs — a difference which lends direct support for my structural dichotomy 
between alienably and inalienably possessed noun phrases. To this, I now turn.

3. The morphological marking of alienably and inalienably possessed 
noun phrases

3.1 Hungarian

The Hungarian possessedness marker shows an allomorphic alternation between 
the forms in (12a) and (12b). What matters here is not the quality of the vowel 
(which is determined mechanically by the stem, via the phonological process of 
vowel harmony) but the question of whether a -j- is present in the pm or not. This 
allomorphy is to a significant extent phonologically determined: thus, stems that 
end in a sibilant or palatal consonant always take the -j-less form (ház-a ‘house-
pm’, fény-e ‘light-pm’), whereas stems that end in a take (12b) (alma ‘apple’ ~ 
almá-ja). Morphophonological and purely morphological conditioners also play 
a role in the choice between (12a) and (12b): thus, irregular stems (incl. lowering, 
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lengthening, epenthesising, and vowel-augmenting stems) tend to pick (12a) (see 
Rácz & Rebrus 2012: 55), and so do derivational suffixes (incl. -ság/-ség ‘-ness’ and 
-ár/-ér ‘-er’; Rácz & Rebrus 2012: 55–56). A purely morphophonological account 
of the distribution of the -j- form and the -j-less form is not forthcoming, however: 
(12b) lacks a morphophonologically systematic distribution (e.g., nap-ja ‘day-pm’ 
~ nép-e ‘people-pm’). Most importantly, there are plenty of head nouns for which 
the -j- form and the -j-less form alternate, and for which a syntactic account of the 
distribution of the possessedness marker is needed.6 These forms will be the focus 
of the discussion in much of the remainder of this paper, because they bear in an 
illuminating way on the syntactic representation of the distinction between alien-
able and inalienable possession.

 (12) a. -a/-e
  b. -ja/-je

There is a class of relational nouns in Hungarian for which the distribution of 
(12a) and (12b) reflects a semantic subregularity involving (in)alienability. This 
subregularity emerges from (13). As Kiefer (1985), Elekfi (2000) and Moravcsik 
(2003: 134) have pointed out (see also Rácz 2010, Rácz & Rebrus 2012: 56, Gerland 
& Ortmann 2012), the forms in the left-hand column denote inalienable posses-
sion or a part-whole relation while the -j- forms in the right-hand column denote 
alienable possession.7 Let us take the alternation between ablak-a and ablak-ja as 
our representative example. Whereas ablak-a, featuring (12a), always refers to a 
window that is an intrinsic part of a building, ablak-ja can refer, for instance, to a 
window that is part of a stock of windows in a warehouse or to a window from the 
prized collection of a window collector.

6. There are head nouns for which the choice of the -j- or -j-less form seems to have no syn-
tactico-semantic repercussions: thus, szék-e and szék-je ‘chair-pm’ are synonymous. I will not 
have anything to say about the choice between (12a) and (12b) for such forms — nor, to my 
knowledge, does anyone else have much to offer for them. I also have no insight to offer into the 
question of why some nouns that would seem phonologically capable of supporting both -j- and 
-j-less forms only allow one, for both alienable and inalienable possession: kép-*(j)e ‘picture’ is a 
case in point. (That nép ‘people’ forces the -j-less form falls out from its inalienability.)

7. To the list in (13) we might add the case of mag, shown in (i), which likewise shows an alien-
ability split depending on the form of the possessedness marker. But note that inalienable mag-a 
has a highly specialised meaning: it is the third-person singular reflexive. This form is indeed 
historically related to the noun for ‘kernel’ (mag), and there may even be reason to believe that 
it is still a possessed noun phrase synchronically (see Den Dikken et al. 2001 for some relevant 
discussion). But because of its semantic specialisation in the inalienable case, I have decided not 
to include mag in the list in (13).

 (i) mag-a ‘him/herself ’ (lit. ‘his/her kernel’) mag-ja ‘seed(s) owned by him/her’
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(13) inalienable: stem + (12a) alienable: stem + (12b)
ablak-a ‘its window’ (e.g. of a house) ablak-ja ‘window owned by 

him/her’
anyag-a ‘its material’ (e.g. of a dress) anyag-ja ‘material owned by 

him/her’
borj-a ‘a cow’s calf ’ (kinship 

relation)
borjú-ja ‘a farmer’s/butcher’s 

calf ’
gyomr-a ‘his/her 

stomach’
(inalienable 
body part)

gyomor-ja ‘a surgeon’s 
stomach’

keret-e ‘its frame’ (e.g. of a picture) keret-je ‘frame owned by 
him/her’

lép-e ‘his/her 
spleen’

(inalienable 
body part)

lép-je ‘a surgeon’s spleen’

talp-a ‘its sole’ (e.g. of a foot or 
shoe)

talp-ja ‘sole owned by him/
her’

taréj-a ‘its crest’ (e.g. of a rooster) taréj-ja ‘crest in his/her 
soup’

üveg-e ‘its glass’ (e.g. of a 
window)

üveg-je ‘glass owned by 
him/her’

zseb-e ‘its pocket’ (e.g. of a coat) zseb-je ‘pocket owned by 
him/her’

3.2 A broader perspective

In the voluminous literature on the Hungarian possessed noun phrase, the pattern 
in (13) has received very little detailed attention: it is typically mentioned on the 
side. Hungarian is by no means unique in making a formal distinction between 
two possessive markers and to single the simpler one out for inalienable posses-
sion. Haspelmath (2008: 2) expresses a universal that bears on the kind of alterna-
tion we see in Hungarian:

 (14) ‘If a language has an adnominal alienability split, and one of the 
constructions is overtly coded while the other is zero-coded, it is always the 
inalienable construction that is zero-coded, while the alienable construction 
is overtly coded’

Haspelmath provides exemplification of this universal from a number of typologi-
cally unrelated languages. I include three of his examples in (15a–c), and I have 
added in (15d) the pattern reported by Dobler (2008) for Acholi.8

8. Throughout, I have omitted accents marking tone and other diacritics from the examples; see 
the original sources for these markings, irrelevant here.
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    inalienable alienable
 (15) a. Dogon u ba tigɛ wo mɔ
   (Niger-Congo) you father name he gen
  b. Abun ji syim ji bi nggwe
   (West Papuan) I arm ‘my arm’ I of garden ‘my garden’
  c. Mandarin ta (de) mama ta de cheshan
   (Sinitic) he de mother he de shirt
  d. Acholi bad-a bad-na
   (Western Nilotic) arm-my arm-my
    obo-ni obo-ni
    lung-your lung-your

In the Acholi minimal pair, the distribution of bad-a and bad-na runs along lines 
that are almost perfectly parallel to those identified for the Hungarian minimal 
pairs in (13). The n-less form denotes a body part inalienably possessed by me 
whereas the form with n refers, for instance, to part of a slaughtered animal that 
I have been given. But the distribution of the n does not run strictly along mor-
phosemantic lines: it shows up systematically in all possessed noun phrases whose 
possessum root ends in a vowel, regardless of whether it is alienably or inalienably 
possessed; thus obo-ni is ambiguous between an expression referring to a part of 
your body and the expression used to refer to the lung of a slaughtered animal 
that belongs to you. Here again, Acholi is particularly close to Hungarian, where 
outside the minimal pairs in (13) the distribution of (12a) and (12b) runs along 
(morpho)phonological lines.

Despite the fact that the phonology muddies the waters in Hungarian and 
Acholi to quite an extent, it is plausible for all the cases exemplified above to as-
sign morphemic status to the additional material that is found in the alienably 
possessed forms. For languages (such as Hungarian and Acholi) in which this ma-
terial shows a morphosemantic distribution only in a subset of cases, we have to 
countenance a non-morphemic double of the element in question, about which I 
have little to say here. But the morphemic variant of the element has a distribution 
that is perfectly in line with that of its cousins in a wide spectrum of typologically 
unrelated languages.

3.3 Back to Hungarian

Note that identifying the -j- of (12b) as a morpheme specific to alienable posses-
sion in all contexts in which its distribution cannot be understood from a mor-
phophonological perspective not only casts light on the minimal pairs in (13): it 
also explains why (12b) is the form that shows up on recent loan words (golf-*(j)a, 
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film-*(j)e), even where it produces phonotactically illicit strings (lfj, lmj; Rácz & 
Rebrus 2012: 56). This falls immediately into place from the perspective of the idea 
advanced here that the -j- of (12b), whenever it has morphemic status, shows up 
exclusively in the structure of alienably possessed noun phrases. Since Hungarian 
has long established its vocabulary for inalienably possessed relational nouns, it 
will not need to borrow or innovate words to express inalienable possession rela-
tions. Recent loan words will invariably be alienably possessed. The inventory of 
inalienably possessed relational nouns is highly unlikely to change via the adop-
tion of loans; on the other hand, the set of alienably possessed nouns will keep 
growing steadily. Not surprisingly, then, in the synchronic, productive grammar 
of the language, (12b) has established itself as the unmarked case.

The pair in (16) is very interesting from the perspective of the morphemic 
status of -j-.

 (16) a. Éva anyag-já-ból nem telik ki egy ruha
   Éva material-pm-from not fills out a dress
   ‘Éva’s fabric is not enough for a dress’
  b. Éva anyag-á-ból nem telik ki egy cikk
   Éva material-pm-from not fills out an article
   ‘Éva’s material is not enough for an article’

This pair (provided to me by an anonymous reviewer) shows a contrast between 
physical and intellectual property: in (16b), the material that goes into Éva’s article 
is stuff produced by her brain. Legally, intellectual property is the inalienable pos-
session of its spiritual mother or father: hence the legal term ‘inalienable intellec-
tual property’. Linguistically, too, intellectual property is treated along with more 
typical cases of inalienable possession (body parts, kinship), at least in some lan-
guages. Thus, Heine & Lébikaza (1997: 218) provide a list of ‘conceptual domains 
[that] are likely to be treated as inalienable’ that includes ‘physical and mental 
states’ (a reference to Lichtenberk 1985: 105 is provided). And more directly to the 
point of the Hungarian case, the distribution of the forms -(j)ú/-(j)ű and -(V)s in 
the realm of adjective-forming derivational morphology seems to be determined 
along the lines of the alienable/inalienable distinction: the former goes with in-
alienable properties, the latter with alienable ones.9

9. This is a point standardly made in Hungarian traditional linguistics; more recently, see 
Szabolcsi & Laczkó (1992), Kenesei (1995), Schirm (2009). The distribution of -(j)ú/-(j)ű and 
-(V)s is, on the one hand, more systematic and, on the other, less directly/transparently tied 
to the alienable/inalienable contrast than that of the forms in (12). I cannot do justice to the 
many subtleties in the distribution of these forms. Schirm (2009) has conducted an acceptability 
judgement task run on 84 speakers of Hungarian.
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 (17) a. egy piros kalap-os hölgy alienable
   a red hat-adj woman
   ‘a woman with/in a red hat’
  b. egy szőke haj-ú hölgy inalienable
   a blond hair-adj woman
   ‘a blond-haired woman’

Importantly, now, Anita Schirm (p.c.) tells me that in both (18a) and (18b) the 
adjective-forming suffix is the inalienable -ú:10

 (18) a. egy gyors észjárás-ú egyén
   a quick wit-adj individual
   ‘a quick-witted individual’
  b. egy racionális gondolkodás-ú férfi
   a rational mind-adj man
   ‘a rational-minded man’

The word gondolkodás, used in (18b), is itself derived from the verb gondol ‘think’. 
One’s thoughts and wit, then, are treated by the grammar of Hungarian as one’s 
inalienable possessions. When we now return to the pair in (16), the use of the -j- 
less form in (16b) need no longer surprise us: the ‘material’ referred to by anyag-a 
in (16b) is the output of Éva’s brain, which, like the brain itself, is Éva’s inalienable 
property.

The hypothesis that wherever Hungarian shows an alternation between (12a) 
and (12b), the former goes with inalienable possession and the latter with alien-
able possession thus seems to be robustly supported by the facts.11 Combined 
with the cross-linguistic material reviewed earlier in this section (with the Acholi 

10. Note that English likewise treats (18a,b) on a par, and in the same way as (17b): in all three 
cases, the possessum and its attributive modifier are grouped together in a hyphenated construct 
that is structurally linked to the possessor with the aid of the participial morpheme -en. In (17a), 
this is impossible (*a red-hatted woman).

11. Apparently problematic is the pair in (ia,b). The occurrence of the -j- form in (ib) is surpris-
ing in light of the fact that one’s arm is an intrinsic part of one’s physiognomy. Anikó Lipták 
(p.c.) suggests that the use of the -j- form in (ib) is forced, despite the inalienability of the posses-
sion relation, because the -j-less form is already lexically reserved for the (likewise inalienable) 
relationship between a university and its faculties.

 (i) a. az egyetem jogi kar-a
   the university law arm-pm
   ‘the university’s faculty of law’
  b. az ember kar-ja
   the man arm-pm
   ‘the man’s arm’
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facts being a particularly close match of the Hungarian ones), this strongly under-
girds the conclusion that, albeit certainly not across the board, Hungarian makes 
a morphosemantic distinction between alienable and inalienable possession — a 
distinction that fits in with the linguistic universal in (14), which says that, in lan-
guages that distinguish morphologically between the two, alienably possessed DPs 
are morphologically richer than inalienably possessed ones (which often involve 
zero-marking).

4. The morphosyntax of (in)alienable possession fleshed out

Now that I have identified the additional material that shows up in the right-hand 
columns of the examples in (13) and (15) as morphemic material, we are led to en-
quire where this additional morpheme of alienably possessed noun phrases fits into 
the syntactic structure. To answer this question, let us revisit the structures proposed 
in Section 2 as underliers for alienably and inalienably possessed noun phrases:

 (5) a. [RP poss’um [R′ relator [PRED poss’or]]]
   alienable possession
  b. [RP [PRED poss’or] [R′ relator [poss’um]]]
   inalienable possession

In Dogon (15a), we see different linear orders for alienably and inalienably pos-
sessed noun phrases: the possessor precedes the possessum in the latter, but in 
alienable possession constructions it follows the possessum and there is a special 
morpheme following the possessor as well. The proposal in (5) accounts for Dogon 
straightforwardly: its possessed DPs directly reflect the base-merged structures in 
(5), and alienable (5a) differs from inalienable (5b) in the nature and size of the 
predicate, which accounts for the additional element in the alienably possessed 

Also requiring further thought is the fact that on the internet, one finds plenty of instances of 
ablak-ja (with (12b) rather than (12a)) in which inalienable part-whole relations are involved 
(see (ii)). See Kiefer (1985) for relevant observations and discussion.

 (ii) a. minden BMW E46 Touring-nak külön nyilható a hátsó ablak-ja?
   ‘does every BMW E46 Touring have a separately openable rear window?’
  b. egy picit tiszta volt az autónak az ablak-ja
   ‘the car window was a little clean’
  c. ez a számitógép szobája ablak-ja
   ‘this is the computer room’s window’
  d. a szomszédos ház ablak-ja nagy büszkén néz megint az udvarra és a folyosókra
    ‘the neighbours’ house’s window very proudly looks out onto the courtyard and the 

corridors again’
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DP. The Dogon element glossed as ‘gen’ is arguably a P: Ps in Dogon are almost 
exclusively postpositional; in Beni, which is one of several Dogon languages, the 
dative postposition is maa, of which the marker mɔ in (15a) is a cognate (see do-
gonlanguages.org/docs/Dogon_adpositions.doc). The inalienable possession con-
struction, u ba, is base-generated via (5b), with the predicate in this case being 
nominal, not a PP. The relator is silent throughout, and no Predicate Inversion 
takes place based on (5a), so there is no linker. The core structures for the Dogon 
examples are in (19).

 (15) a. Dogon u ba tigɛ wo mɔ
   (Niger-Congo) you father name he gen

 (19) a. [RP [POSS’UM tigɛ ‘name’] [R′ relator=Ø [PRED=PP [POSS’OR wo ‘he’] 
P=mɔ]]]  alienable

  b. [RP [PRED=NP [POSS’OR u ‘you’]] [R′ relator=Ø [POSS’UM ba ‘father’]]] 
inalienable

For Abun (15b), the treatment of the italicised additional elements in the right-
hand (alienable) column is different from the one just proposed for Dogon, where 
everything stays in situ. In Abun, the possessor systematically precedes the posses-
sum, even in alienable possession constructions, whose underlying representation 
base-generates the possessor to the right of the possessum. The italicised mor-
pheme bi is exactly the kind of thing that the Predicate Inversion derivation in (6a) 
would lead us to find in between the possessor and the possessum if the additional 
functional head ‘F’ is spelled out on its own. So arguably, the alienably possessed 
DPs of Abun have a derivation involving Predicate Inversion, with bi serving as 
spell-outs of ‘F’ — what Den Dikken (2006) calls a linker. (20) illustrates.

 (15) b. Abun ji syim ji bi nggwe
   (West Papuan) I arm ‘my arm’ I of garden ‘my garden’

 (20) a. [RP [POSS’UM nggwe ‘garden’] [R′ relator [PRED [POSS’OR ji ‘I’]]]] 
alienable

   ⇒ raising of relator to F, followed by raising of pred to SpecFP ⇒
   [FP [PRED [POSS’OR ji]] [F′ F+relator=bi [RP [POSS’UM nggwe] [R′ relator 

[PRED [POSS’OR ji]]]]]]
  b. [RP [PRED [POSS’OR ji ‘I’]] [R′ relator=Ø [POSS’UM syim ‘arm’]]] 

inalienable

For Mandarin de in (15c), the fact that de optionally shows up in inalienable 
possession constructions suggests that de originates as a lexicalisation of the re-
lator head of the small clause, and raises, in the case of alienable possession con-
structions, to the head ‘F’ outside the small clause. The DP-internal relator is 
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itself optionally spelled out in Mandarin — but when raising of the relator to 
‘F’ takes place, it must be overt (see Den Dikken 2006 for discussion).12 So con-
strued, the distribution of de in (15f) mirrors the distribution of of in English (2) 
and (3): obligatory when Predicate Inversion takes place, and optional otherwise. 
For Acholi (15d), we can follow in essence what I said for Mandarin, with the -n 
treated as a raised relator — except that the distribution of this -n is governed in 
part by phonological considerations (showing up in both alienably and inalienably 
possessed noun phrases with vowel-final possessums).

Recall at this point the descriptive universal in (14), which says that in lan-
guages that distinguish morphologically between the two, alienably possessed DPs 
are morphologically richer than inalienably possessed ones, and that the latter 
often involve zero-marking. There are, it now turns out, (at least) two possible 
causes for this. In one type of language (Dogon being a clear example), inalienable 
possession involves nominal predication and alienable possession involves a PP 
predicate, with the additional marker of the latter representing P. In a second type 
of language, the difference between alienable and inalienable possession does not 
lie in the nature of the predicate but in the fact that alienable possessive predica-
tions are inverted, giving rise to the emergence of an additional marker spelling 
out the linker or the raised relator.

With these sketches of the languages exemplified in (15) in place, the facts of 
Hungarian can be fit in quite easily. From the discussion of Abun, we learnt that 
the small-clause external head ‘F’ in the derivation of alienably possessed DPs via 
Predicate Inversion can be spelled out by itself, as a DP-internal copular element. 
From Mandarin, we learnt that this head ‘F’ can also be filled by an obligatorily 
overt realisation of the relator head that raises up to it, with ‘F’ itself remaining 
silent. And from Acholi, we learnt that an element that in some cases has a dis-
tribution that should clearly be accounted for in morphosyntactic terms in other 
cases has the phonology take charge of its distribution. Putting these things to-
gether, we arrive at Hungarian.

The previous discussion leads us to expect that it should be logically possi-
ble for the relator and the small-clause external linker to each get a discrete 
morphophonological realisation. This is precisely what we find in Hungarian. 
Embedding (5b) in a DP and spelling the relator out as the -j-less possessed-
ness marker straightforwardly delivers the surface form of Hungarian inalienable 
possession constructions with nominative possessors, with the relator being 

12. Note that this treatment of the Mandarin facts revises the approach presented in Den Dikken 
(2006:sect. 5.7.4), where de is analysed as a linker (i.e., ‘F’ in (6a)). A treatment of de as a rela-
tor, obligatory whenever raising to F takes place and optional otherwise, has better empirical 
coverage and may simplify the analysis of some of the constructions discussed in the 2006 book.
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suffixed to the possessum postsyntactically. This is shown in (21b). In the syntax of 
Hungarian alienable possession constructions, based on (5a), the predicate inverts 
with its subject, contingent on raising of the relator to a functional head outside 
the small clause (the linker); this external functional head can itself be spelled 
out, as -j-, yielding (21a) as the output.

 (21) a. [DP a (…) [FP [PRED Mari]i [F′ F=-j-+relator=-a [RP ablak [R′ tREL ti]]]]]
   ‘Mari’s window’
  b. [DP a (…) [RP [PRED szoba] [R′ relator=-a [ablak]]]]
   ‘the room’s window’

This analysis of the Hungarian possessedness marker treats its vocalic portion 
(-a/e) as a relator and its morphemic glide portion (-j-) as a linker. By ana-
lysing alienably possessed noun phrases as Predicate Inversion constructions, it 
assimilates them to other DP-internal Predicate Inversion constructions, such as 
(22) (Den Dikken & Lipták 1997), in which the indefinite article egy serves as the 
lexicalisation of the relator (which in (22a), a comparative qualitative binominal 
noun phrase, is raised to F, itself silent; the lack of A–N concord in (22b) suggests 
that this is an attributive construction built on (1b)); see (23) (cf. (4)). That the 
indefinite article egy does not belong to either the predicate or its subject in the un-
derlying representation is particularly clear from (22b), where véres is an adjective 
(which does not take articles) and napok is a plural noun (which does not take sin-
gular egy). On the analogy of Bennis, Corver & Den Dikken’s (1998) treatment of 
Dutch ‘spurious’ indefinite articles in DP-internal predication constructions such 
as die ramp van een feiten ‘that disaster of a facts’, Den Dikken & Lipták (1997) 
analyse egy in (20) as a relator.

 (22) a. csoda egy nyelv
   wonder a language
   ‘wonder of a language’
  b. véres egy napok
   bloody a days
   ‘bloody days’

 (23) a. [RP [SUBJ nyelv [R′ relator=egy [PRED csoda]]]
   ⇒ raising of relator to F, followed by raising of pred to SpecFP ⇒
   [FP [PRED csoda] [F′ F+relator=egy [RP [SUBJ nyelv [R′ relator [PRED 

csoda]]]]]
  b. [RP [PRED véres [R′ relator=egy [SUBJ napok]]]

In some of the Romance languages, the definite article can spell out the relator 
in DP-internal predication constructions. To see this, compare the Italian exam-
ples in (24a,b) (due to Napoli 1989: 203):
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 (24) a. quell’ ignorante di dottore
   that ignoramus of doctor
  b. quell’ ignorante del dottore
   that ignoramus of-the doctor

As Napoli points out, (24a) is an attributive qualitative binominal noun phrase, 
whereas (24b) is a comparative one. The syntactic derivation of the attributive 
construction involves simple base-generation, in a structure in which the predi-
cate (ignorante) originates as the specifier of the relator, which is spelled out by 
di. The derivation of the comparative construction starts out from a structure in 
which ignorante follows dottore, and raises around it via Predicate Inversion. The 
derivation of (24b) thus closely mirrors that of Hungarian (22). And interestingly, 
the raised relator is spelled out by an article in (25) (the definite article, -l), just as 
in (23) the raised relator is spelled out by an article (here the indefinite one, egy):

 (25) [RP [SUBJ dottore [R′ relator=l [PRED ignorante]]]
  ⇒ raising of relator to F, followed by raising of pred to SpecFP ⇒
  [FP [PRED ignorante] [F′ F=de+relator=l [RP [SUBJ dottore [R′ relator [PRED 

ignorante]]]]]

With this in mind, the so-called ‘possessedness marker’ (pm) of Hungarian pos-
sessed noun phrases could be assimilated quite directly to the ‘spurious’ definite 
article of Italian (24b). Concretely, the realisation of the relator in (21) could 
be treated as a harmonising suffixal definite article (a/e). The Hungarian regular 
definite article a(z) does not show vowel harmony because it never forms a com-
plex word with its host: the regular definite article is not an affix. But the ‘spurious’ 
definite article — i.e., the lexicalisation of the relator in (21) — is a suffix, hosted 
by the possessum. This causes it to harmonise with its host.

With both indefinite and definite articles being capable cross-linguistically of 
serving as relators of DP-internal predication constructions, Hungarian mobil-
ises both for this role, in different contexts: indefinite egy in qualitative binominal 
noun phrases; and definite a in possessed noun phrases. The linker is systemati-
cally silent in Hungarian qualitative binominal noun phrases. In alienable posses-
sion constructions it is often silent as well (recall from fn. 6, above, the case of 
szék-(j)e ‘chair-poss’, where the presence or absence of -j- has no influence on the 
interpretation of the possessed noun phrase); but as we have seen, under circum-
stances that are partly phonologically and partly morphosemantically determined, 
it can and sometimes must be lexicalised, as -j-.

Why does the linker -j- never show up in Hungarian alienably possessed 
noun phrases with a non-third-person possessor? A plausible answer is that in 
such possessed noun phrases there is a functional head present outside the small 
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clause in which the possession relation is established that regulates person agree-
ment between the possessor and the possessum. This independently present func-
tional head guarantees a landing-site for movement of the possessor in alienably 
possessed noun phrases and for the relator head of the small clause: no custom-
made linker needs to be resorted to; the agreement-regulating head can facilitate 
Predicate Inversion and concomitant relator movement by itself.

5. In closing: The special case of Hungarian kinship terms

If -j- is the sign of the linker in a Predicate Inversion construction based on (5a), 
the structure underlying alienable possession, then why must -j- be used on the 
possessed kinship terms in (26)?

 (26) a. apa → ap-ja
   father  father-pm ‘his/her father’
  b. anya → any-ja
   mother  mother-pm ‘his/her mother’

These kinship terms involve quintessentially relational nouns, and it is intuitively 
natural to think of the relation between a parent and a child as one of inalienable 
possession. If indeed it is, the obligatory presence of -j- in (26) is surprising from 
the perspective of the analysis of -j- developed here.

Kinship relations are not treated as inalienable possession relations in all lan-
guages (thus, in French, external possessors are impossible with kinship terms: je 
lui ai {coupé les cheveux/*tué le père} ‘I cut his hair/killed his father’; Guéron 1985). 
But for the case of Hungarian, there is reason to believe that they are, and that the 
final a of the citation forms of the Hungarian nouns for ‘father’ and ‘mother’ is 
itself the inalienable possession morpheme (i.e., the lexicalisation of the relator 
in (5b)). I tentatively propose (27) as the structure underlying apa/anya. On this 
account, apa/anya means ‘someone’s father/mother’.

 (27) [RP [PRED [POSS’OR proarb]] [R′ relator=-a [ap/any]]]

This gives us an immediate handle on the fact that when apa/anya is alienably pos-
sessed, as in (28), we get what might at first seem to be a surfeit of morphology: 
ap-á-j-a/any-á-j-a.

 (28) a világ legjobb ap-á-j-a/any-á-j-a
  the world best father-pm/mother-pm
  ‘the world’s best father/mother’
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We can understand this if (28) features (27) as the subject of the alienable posses-
sion structure in (5a). With (29a) as the underlier, and with the derivation pro-
ceeding as in (29b), we derive both -a (lengthened to -á) and -ja: -á is the relator 
of (27), -j- is the linker of (29b), and the final -a is a second relator, the one that 
establishes an alienable possession relation between apa/anya and the container of 
világ ‘world’. The syntax of (28) is thus very much on a par with that of the visible 
visible stars, as shown in (8b), above.

 (29) a.

   

  RP2

  POSS’UM=RP1 R2´

PRED     R1´ R2 PRED
-a

POSS’OR POSS’UM POSS’OR
proarb

R1
-á ap/any világ

  b. [DP a [FP [PRED [POSS’OR világ]] [F′ F=-j-+relator2=-a [RP2 [POSS’UM=RP1 
[PRED [POSS’OR proarb]]

   [R1′ relator1=-á [ap/any]]] [R2′ relator2 [PRED [POSS’OR világ]]]]]]]

When apa/anya is inalienably possessed, (27) is used by itself, with the specific 
possessor replacing proarb, as shown in (30). If the inflection on the head noun 
(i.e., the spell-out of the relator) remained the same as in (27), non-arbitrarily 
possessed apa/anya would be indistinguishable from the citation form. To mark 
the difference, -j- is used — the -j- that figures prominently elsewhere in the mor-
phosyntax and morphophonology of Hungarian possessed noun phrases is co-
opted for this purpose, by analogy (see also Rácz 2010). In (30), then, -j- is not a 
linker.13,14

13. Recall in this connection the tentative discussion of kar ‘arm/faculty’ in the first part of fn. 
11, above (see examples (ia,b)).

14. For néne ‘aunt’, báty ‘brother’, and öcs ‘younger brother’, whose possessive forms (nén-je, 
báty-ja, (öcs-je)>öccse) also feature an obligatory -j-, I would like to present an account along 
the same lines. The case of néne is parallel to apa and anya: the -e of the citation form is the 
inalienable possession marker; it is joined by -j- when a non-arbitrary possessor is present (az 
ő nén-je ‘his/her aunt’). The case of báty and öcs is more complex: their citation forms are not 
inherently equipped with a possessedness marker (*bátya, *öcse). Put differently, the relator 
in (27) is silent in the citation forms of báty and öcs. I am treating this as a historical accident, 
not something profound. (Note that, as Brigitta Fodor, p.c., points out, in the Hungarian ren-
dition of Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin, the expected citation form bátya does 
show up: Tamás bátya kunyhója.) That there is indeed a possessedness marker in the underlying 
representation is suggested by the first-person and second-person singular possessed forms of 
these two relational nouns: in báty-á-m ‘my brother’ and öcs-é-m ‘my younger brother’, we find 
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 (30) [DP az [RP [PRED [POSS’OR prospecific]] [R′ relator=-ja [ap/any]]]

A key point in the discussion of Hungarian alienably and inalienably possessed 
noun phrases in this paper is that -j- can serve as a morpheme: the linker in the 
structure of alienable possession constructions. But we had already noted earlier 
that -j- in Hungarian possessed noun phrases does not always have morphemic 
status: it often shows up without there being a semantic contrast for (in)alienabil-
ity. An important part of the distribution of -j- is regulated entirely by phonology. 
We have discovered in the discussion of kinship terms in this section that another 
role that -j- can play is the avoidance of formal indistinctness: to signal the fact that 
apa and anya are not arbitrarily possessed but instead inalienably possessed by a 
specific person, -j- is added to the relator in (27), as in (30). This use of -j-, like 
the use of -j- for purely phonological reasons, is not strictly morphemic. But the 
use of -j- in the minimal pairs in (13), which formed the focal point of the discus-
sion earlier in the paper, is morphemic: it represents the presence of a linker head 
in the structure of alienably possessed noun phrases.
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